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In a perfect world, you’d be able to quickly and 
easily build an accurate, detailed training record of 
every member of your team, one that covers every 
move from basic training to retirement. 

Thankfully, even in an imperfect world like ours, 
you can still do just that. 

Acadis Training maintains a single, robust record 
for your personnel that conveniently aggregates 
everything you need to know to ensure they’re 
properly qualified and certified.

Tests (even observed ones like firearms or driving), 
grades, transcripts, certifications — all of these 
(and many more) are captured in Acadis Training, 
helping you automate and track lifelong learning. 
So as the professionals on your team advance 
through the ranks, you’re helping ensure — in real 
time — that they are in compliance with 
key standards. 

Best of all, you’re tracking it through an intuitive 
tool that can be fully integrated with your entire 
training process. So whether your training takes 
place in the classroom, online or on the range,
you’re producing a detailed, accurate and legally 

defensible record of what your personnel are 
authorized to do.   

Streamline Training Management: Capitalize on the 
efficiencies of a single system of record that automates 
otherwise costly, often fragmented training and 
workflow processes

Ensure Compliance: Plan training to ensure certifications 
are up-to-date 

Mitigate Litigation: Defend your staff with the backing 
of comprehensive records maintained in a legally 
defensible manner  

Generate Savings: Distribute certificates automatically 
through the system, eliminating the need for time-
consuming and costly distribution of hard-copy 
certificates 

Standardize Curriculum: Use program templates 
to quickly and simply create reusable training and 
certification classes 

Improve Testing: Automate testing and grading for 
written and observed tests (including practical exercises, 
physical activities, range exams, online tests, etc.)

“Acadis drastically reduced the amount of time our staff spends on time-consuming tasks, eliminating paper-intensive 
processes and giving our management the tools critical for accomplishing our mission.” 

 – Indiana Law Enforcement Academy

KEY BENEFITS
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To us, that’s more than a tagline. It’s a simple truth. And it’s what inspired us to develop Acadis Readiness Solutions.

Acadis is a flagship family of solutions from Envisage Technologies that embody a single, powerful idea: to make certain our police, 
emergency services and military communities are trained, equipped and ready to respond. 

Please contact us for more information on all of our Acadis solutions and to schedule a demonstration.

Toll Free: (888) 313 - 8324
Local: (812) 330 - 7101
Email: sales@envisagenow.com

READINESS SAVES LIVES.

Unlike generic systems from competitors, the Acadis® Readiness Suite was built from the ground up to meet the unique needs of law 
enforcement, public safety and military communities. So we invite you to take a closer look at everything it has to offer. When you do, 
you’ll find that Acadis Readiness Solutions compare very favorably across the board. Because feature-for-feature, benefit-by-benefit, 
only Acadis delivers a truly comprehensive set of tools that give users the confidence to know that their personnel and resources are 
ready for whatever awaits.

FEATURE COMPARISON

Comparable Partial Limited
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ACADIS TRAINING

FEATURE ACADIS GENERIC

Track classroom, in-service and online training

Track certifications and qualifications with expiration dates

Manage, score and track observed skills and practical exercises (physical fitness, firearms, drivers 
training, physical skills, etc.)

Set automated alert thresholds for “at-risk” students

Maintain legally defensible training records

Support accreditation audits (FLETA, CALEA and others)

Automated weighting and scoring of student exams

Track test retakes/remediation

Support written, OMR (Optical Mark Reader) and online exam scores

Custom student certificates and awards

Automated class creation templates

Automated graduation processing (final grades, certificate conferral, personnel records updates)

Store comprehensive “hire-to-retire” records

Full integration with Registration, Housing, Scheduling, Testing, Compliance, LMS and Field 
Training Portal

High-security system framework (FISMA & DHS 4300 compliant)


